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Darwin EcoSystem Model is a Unique New Landmark of Heritage in Bordeaux
Built by restoring ancient Niel Barracks

Paris, Washington DC, Brussels, 22.03.2016, 23:56 Time

USPA NEWS - The species that survive are not the strongest species, nor the most intelligent, but those that adapt best to
changes“� Charles Darwin said. "Darwin" ecosystem is a concept built on the former barracks Niel, restored, to accommodate
coworkers on an unusual link and responsible economy, in Bordeaux.

A GUIDED TOUR BY THE FOUNDER OF DARWIN ECOSSYTEM PHILIPPE BARRE----------------------------------------
“The idea is to do give a tribute to Darwin's legacy against obscurantism and creationism that prevailed in the USA in the years 2005.
This place is now a real must see in Bordeaux because it is the meeting of all the curious and / or fans of Darwin, evolution or just
attracted by current trends concepts of Eco-Work, Eco-Solidarity, and a 100% Organic restaurant that is also offering a completely
organic and delicatessen attached locally.---------------------------------------------------------------------------
Darwin's founder, Philippe Barre, gave us a guided tour explaining the concept Darwin "In terms of architecture, there are no partitions
in open place welcomes 130 people from diverse origins and from different sectors, and varied but essentially “start up“� or in digital.

DARWIN ECOSYSTEM IS A MARVEL OF HISTORICAL BUILDING OF THE FRENCH HERITAGE-----------------------
The Building is a marvel of historical building restored with taste, a basic fine noble materials such as wood and clean lines and think
about saving models clears snow. When we had the idea of “‹“‹restoring the old military barracks and make it a place to share
knowledge and the evolution of the growth of seedlings nursery business, to his solidarity and a beautiful space, nobody ' are raw. We
went to the mayor of Bordeaux, Alain Juppé, who was not very enthusiastic to the idea either but all the same decided to help us and
encouraged us and facilitate certain administrative procedures, that is to say that it was now a major strategic times of the restoration
of the building, removing blockages. We have touched his instinctive part because it is rather distant from his own style. This logical
approach leaves you develop initiatives and the building belongs to us and half rest of the land is owned by the city of Bordeaux. It is a
place of sharing, experiments to reduce expenses. “
“Our slogan would be “fewer good and more Links "concludes Philippe Barre, telling us his adventure of the establishment of its
concept" Darwin Eco-System "which he can be proud, because the result is visually very successful, aesthetics is useful and neat and
the place exudes an atmosphere of good life.“� Concludes Philippe Barre To be continued Part II
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